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Abstract
Covariantization is of course required for initially flat space matter actions to couple consis-
tently to GR; here we show in detail for concrete systems how it follows in the same physical
way as that deriving GR from its initial free field form.
Pure GR can be physically (rather the geometrically) derived as a unique self interacting
system from an initially free spin 2 gauge field [1] in arbitrary backgrounds [2], a mandatory step if
matter sources are to be included. The parallel, also necessary, “covariantizing” of the sources was
proved there by the following short argument: Since the matter stress tensors are simultaneously
defined as the variations of their actions with respect to their (say flat) background geometry ηµν ,
and their variations with respect to the spin 2 field hµν to which they couple, this functional relation
immediately requires their actions to depend only on their sum, the background-independent metric
g = η + h. It is perhaps useful to amplify the physics of our procedure in terms that apply to any
interacting matter-field-system. The stress-tensor Tµν is simply a current — i.e. the matter action
A’s response to a change in the (background) gravitational field, T = δA/δη; this current T must
then be coupled to h via hT and added to A to provide that interaction. The process must be
repeated as long as any lone η remains, because each yields a further current contribution. Clearly,
the result is the universal replacement A =
∫
L(matter; η, h) → A = ∫ L(matter; g = η + h) where
η and h have the same, built-in, tensorial transformation properties. This is precisely the principle
of how one obtains the coupling of matter to gauge fields, an initial fictitious Aµ potential replacing
η. The above proof was not explicit enough for some, hence this pedagogical note, with the (rather
pedestrian) details for massive or massless fields of spins (0, 1). Higher spin matter is omitted, as
it has other problems coupling to gravity. We also omit spinors, only because they would take
too much space; the self-coupling derivation of SUGRA [3] took care of spin 3/2. The process
is entirely similar to that for GR, with the major technical exception that an infinite number of
steps (or the above functional argument) are needed for most models because they contain “naked”√−η ≡ √− det η.
Perhaps surprisingly, matter is best treated here (and most like pure GR in first order form)
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in second order form, where the respective actions read
I[φ] = −1
2
∫
dx
[
Dµφ
∗Dνφη
µν +m2φ∗φ
√−η] , (1)
I[A] = −1
4
∫
dx
[
FµνFαβ (η
µα)
(
ηνβ
)
/
√−η + 2m2AµAνηµν
]
. (2)
Here Fµν(A) is the usual YM or Maxwell field strength, and we have allowed for the scalar’s eventual
gauge coupling through a covariant vector gauge (not metric) derivative Dµ. The background
dependence is through the same contra-density combination as in the GR construction, except
for a extra 1/
√−η in the F 2 term and a √−η in the scalar’s mass term; note that our det η’s
determinant is just that of the covariant η tensor. We use Rosenfeld’s definition of a system’s stress
tensor as a generalized current — the variation of its action with respect to the η as if they were
Riemann metrics of appropriate weight, before restoring them to their original status. [Any other
definition would not alter the results, as shown in [1].] Thus the covariantization is a one-step
process in the scalar kinetic and vector mass term, where adding the coupling hµνTµν leaves the
metric dependence precisely in the background-independent combination gµν = ηµν + hµν , while
it takes just one more step to covariantize the F 2 term since there are two η pieces there. The√−η terms in F 2 and in the scalar mass can most expeditiously be dispatched using the functional
variation equalities discussed at the outset, or more pedantically by showing the same thing term by
term in an infinite series expansion of
√−η, adjoining the required factor of h at each step to reach√−g. Pure GR did not have this extra problem, depending only on hµν . Note the (unsurprising,
in view of scalar-tensor mixing) exception of massless scalars, which are one-step, like GR.
Were we to treat matter, as we did gravity, in first order form instead — the gravitational
field’s simplest incarnation — things would not simplify. The flat space spin 0 and 1 actions are
now respectively
I[φ] = −
∫
dx
[
pi∗µDµφ− 1
2
pi∗µpiνηµν +
1
2
m2φ∗φ
√−η
]
, (3)
I[A] = −1
2
∫
dx
[
FµνFµν(A)−
1
2
FµνFαβηµαηνβ
√−η +m2AµAνηµν
]
. (4)
These fields’ actions would not involve gravitational covariant derivatives in any background. Here,
piµ and Fαβ are independent variables. Note that the kinetic terms are metric-independent, so do
not contribute to the respective (again Rosenfeld) stress-tensors. We must assign density weights
to the respective variables; again the results are choice-independent, but it is most convenient to
make the field momenta contravariant densities and the amplitudes covariant scalars and vectors
respectively. Then in (3), the pi2 term’s metric, ηµν is the inverse of a contra-density; similarly, in
(4), the F2 term picks up a √−η in addition to two inverse metric densities. The resulting stress
tensors are the standard ones for these models; most important, their initial coupling to gravity —
replacing their η by the hµν (densities), i.e., adding hµνTµν to the actions automatically yields the
correct final coupling (only) to the full contravariant metric density gµν = ηµν + hµν (or its inverse
of course), as is trivially verified for both spins: thus in (3), the first step in gravity coupling adds
pipiH, where H is the component for the field as a covariant anti-density, not to be confused with
the inverse of h, whose existence is not assumed! So the process ends there in terms of the inverse
contravariant full metric η + H (recall that the transformation nature of the h-field component
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to be used is determined by that of the original η, to maintain coordinate invariance); there are
two independent covariantizations proceeding simultaneously: in h and in H, whose relations are
as infinite series. The explicit
√−η’s may be dealt with as in the second order discussion. In
(4), the F2 term has two, inverse contra density η, which requires two steps to fully covariantize,
first to get η(η +H) then again to promote this to (η +H)2. We have thus shown that reaching
correct matter-gravity coupling is uniform with reaching gravity self-coupling, albeit a bit more
complicated!
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